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1. PLOT A land, Tarnished, was created by the Elden Ring and
corrupted with magic. In the corrupted land, two kingdoms, Skye
and Araragi, collided. A great hero was born. A hero named
Arcadias. Arcadias killed the monsters and took back the land. The
Elden Ring, recognizing Arcadias' strength, gave him the power to
make a kingdom. He built a kingdom and created a new land called
the Lands Between, and continued to develop the land. 2.
ARCADIAS’ PERSONALITY Arcadias has the personality of a majestic
king that is warm and sincere. The Elden Ring, the source of
Arcadias' power, watches over him with care. 3. A SELECTION OF
MAJOR CHARACTERS Arcadias-Hero Arcadias, a hero, appeared in
the Lands Between after the end of the World of Darkness. Arcadias
is the protagonist of the Tarnished arc, and he searches for his
friends in the corrupted land. A knight with a divine power known as
the King's Blade, he is a kind and kind soul. He protects the Lands
Between with the Elden Ring's power and leaves a deep impression
on those who meet him. He fights with a sword called the Soul
Blade, and it emits a divine protection that calms monsters down.
Araragi-Hero Tohsaka Araragi, a hero, appeared in the corrupted
land after the end of the World of Darkness. As the enemy of
Arcadias, he is the antagonist of the Tarnished arc. He is a powerful
mage who believes that the power of all people is infinite. He uses
the power to show the superiority of evil. He fights using magic
which he himself is the cause of. Osaka-Hero Sousuke Osaka, a
hero, appeared in the corrupted land after the end of the World of
Darkness. He is a cheerful and easygoing boy. He holds a noble
feeling toward Araragi, which leads to tragedy. He fights using the
power of his rings. Garfiel-Hero Leo Garfiel, a hero, appeared in the
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Features Key:
High Scores and Duel Ranking. Collect points for your victory points and determine who will win!
Fantastic Combat that is Aggressive and Dynamic. Conduct skills such as dodging and reflecting magic, change
your weapon at the press of a button, and get in the thick of things by changing weapons with just one button.

PREORDER NOW FOR A LIMITED TIME AND RECEIVE EARLY BIRTHDAY PROMOTIONS!

Bio:

Chronological Order:
Created in 2019, Tarnished hacked the world of Pokémon, and now, it’s time to expand its scale of possibilities. Tarnished
represents the strong will to develop as many contents as possible while not losing the enjoyable simplicity of the
previous games, and introduce a new system full of new content. 

Chronologically, it is an action RPG that will take place in the Lands Between. An asymmetrical world that can be
experienced in many ways, and be led to experience the outer enemy or outer story by the player.

Gameplay Video

Highlights of the features in Tarnished:

EXPLORE THE VAST WORLD A vast world that is open, contains many areas, and can be freely changed, so you can enjoy
fresh surroundings with each playthrough. A WELCOMING WORLD WITH VARIOUS EXPERIENCES Explore the world by
crossing a variety of dungeons, fields, and cities. Feel the playfulness of experiencing different stories while changing the
route. A THICK STORY WITH MULTIPLAYER COMEDY Among the surrounding areas, town gatherings, and the dungeons
filled with monsters, there are many places of drama that connect through player dialogue. Enjoy a huge game
experience. 
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